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Profile
My name is Deshan Beneby, but I am affectionately known as Shanny.  
I specialize in digital PR and branding through the application of
innovative and effective strategies.  I am a professional problem solver
blessed with the gift of not only thinking, but also operating outside of
the box when it comes to brainstorming ideas for businesses or when
the need arises to formulate a creative solution for an unexpected
problem.

The success of any organization vastly depends on the quality of inter
and intra communication.  The communication skills I’ve developed
over the past ten years enable me to effectively connect with others
from various walks of life, successfully building rapport whether in
person, over the phone, or via email for the purposes of conflict
resolution, presentations, sales, or general relationship cultivation.

One of my proudest professional moments was when I was able to aid
an instagram influencer with over 1 million followers who was having
difficulty monetizing her brand.  By implementing new strategies, I
connected with and converted her followers into new customers and
re-engaged previous customers effectively to drive her monthly
revenue from $2,000 to over $20,000 in a single month.

Contributing more value than you take has always been a belief &
practice of mine. I believe it's important to always perform in a way
that creates quality lasting impact. This is why I have been able to
maintain relationships with a number of clients long after a project has
been completed. Some of these contacts include: Ron 'Boss' Everline,
Terayle Hill, Lisa Nicole Cloud, and Jade Chynoweth to name a few.

 Digital Public Relations Specialist
To Grow Your Business, Drive Revenue,
and Improve Customer Experiences and

Retention

SKILLS
Data analysis

Microsoft Office 

Content Management

Search Engine Optimization

Time Management

Graphic Design

Critical Thinking & Adaptability

Organization

Effective Communication

                (Powerpoint, Excel, Word)
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